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The PDAC Curse was broken in 2003, 2006 & 2009. What about 2016?The PDAC Curse was broken in 2003, 2006 & 2009. What about 2016?The PDAC Curse was broken in 2003, 2006 & 2009. What about 2016?The PDAC Curse was broken in 2003, 2006 & 2009. What about 2016?



Less than half of TSXV resource juniors have positive working caLess than half of TSXV resource juniors have positive working caLess than half of TSXV resource juniors have positive working caLess than half of TSXV resource juniors have positive working capital totaling $1.5 pital totaling $1.5 pital totaling $1.5 pital totaling $1.5 

billion while the rest owe $2.5 billion that will never be paid billion while the rest owe $2.5 billion that will never be paid billion while the rest owe $2.5 billion that will never be paid billion while the rest owe $2.5 billion that will never be paid back.back.back.back.

Extinction events are catastrophic, but some survive and flourisExtinction events are catastrophic, but some survive and flourisExtinction events are catastrophic, but some survive and flourisExtinction events are catastrophic, but some survive and flourish. Who are they?h. Who are they?h. Who are they?h. Who are they?



On December 31, 2015 KRO designated 11 companies as members of the 2016 Spec Value Hunter Portfolio2016 Spec Value Hunter Portfolio2016 Spec Value Hunter Portfolio2016 Spec Value Hunter Portfolio and assigned 100 

companies to the new 2016 Bottom2016 Bottom2016 Bottom2016 Bottom----Fish EditionFish EditionFish EditionFish Edition. Of the 300 plus companies exhibiting at the PDAC International ConventionPDAC International ConventionPDAC International ConventionPDAC International Convention in Toronto 

on March 6-9, 2016, about 20% are BF or SVH picks. Register or renew atRegister or renew atRegister or renew atRegister or renew at www.KaiserResearch.comwww.KaiserResearch.comwww.KaiserResearch.comwww.KaiserResearch.com. USD $100 for 30 days, $250 for 

90 days, $800 annual. The $250 membership includes a full year SVH membership that  provides access to SVH related material. 

There will never be a better collection of PDAC Curse Busters!There will never be a better collection of PDAC Curse Busters!There will never be a better collection of PDAC Curse Busters!There will never be a better collection of PDAC Curse Busters!



• Client Relationship ModelClient Relationship ModelClient Relationship ModelClient Relationship Model – Suitability and the death of 

full service advice

• Market failing as a Price Discovery MechanismMarket failing as a Price Discovery MechanismMarket failing as a Price Discovery MechanismMarket failing as a Price Discovery Mechanism – order 

book fragmentation, short-selling on a down-tick, 

computerized day trading

• Disclosure Overload & War on Forward Looking Disclosure Overload & War on Forward Looking Disclosure Overload & War on Forward Looking Disclosure Overload & War on Forward Looking 

StatementsStatementsStatementsStatements - junior market no longer works as a casino

• Choked Funding GatewaysChoked Funding GatewaysChoked Funding GatewaysChoked Funding Gateways – accredited investor 

restriction

A Broken Capital Market for Canadian JuniorsA Broken Capital Market for Canadian JuniorsA Broken Capital Market for Canadian JuniorsA Broken Capital Market for Canadian Juniors

Salvation is not on the horizon: it is do or die for the survivoSalvation is not on the horizon: it is do or die for the survivoSalvation is not on the horizon: it is do or die for the survivoSalvation is not on the horizon: it is do or die for the survivorsrsrsrs



Structural Issues are only half the ProblemStructural Issues are only half the ProblemStructural Issues are only half the ProblemStructural Issues are only half the Problem

The sorry state of the core narratives is the other halfThe sorry state of the core narratives is the other halfThe sorry state of the core narratives is the other halfThe sorry state of the core narratives is the other half

Commodity Commodity Commodity Commodity 

CycleCycleCycleCycle Gold BugGold BugGold BugGold Bug

Security of Security of Security of Security of 

SupplySupplySupplySupply

Discovery Discovery Discovery Discovery 

ExplorationExplorationExplorationExploration



Commodity Cycle Narrative and its SuperCommodity Cycle Narrative and its SuperCommodity Cycle Narrative and its SuperCommodity Cycle Narrative and its Super----Cycle VariationCycle VariationCycle VariationCycle Variation

Juniors normally to not respond to commodity cycle booms but plaJuniors normally to not respond to commodity cycle booms but plaJuniors normally to not respond to commodity cycle booms but plaJuniors normally to not respond to commodity cycle booms but play y y y 

a very important role when supera very important role when supera very important role when supera very important role when super----cycle booms erupt. Unfortunately cycle booms erupt. Unfortunately cycle booms erupt. Unfortunately cycle booms erupt. Unfortunately 

they are very irrelevant when the superthey are very irrelevant when the superthey are very irrelevant when the superthey are very irrelevant when the super----cycle winds down.cycle winds down.cycle winds down.cycle winds down.

SuperSuperSuperSuper----CycleCycleCycleCycle

BoomBoomBoomBoom BoomBoomBoomBoom BoomBoomBoomBoom



The greatest likelihood for higher medium term non precious metaThe greatest likelihood for higher medium term non precious metaThe greatest likelihood for higher medium term non precious metaThe greatest likelihood for higher medium term non precious metal prices l prices l prices l prices 

lies with unpredictable supply disruptions such as civil strife,lies with unpredictable supply disruptions such as civil strife,lies with unpredictable supply disruptions such as civil strife,lies with unpredictable supply disruptions such as civil strife, infrastructure infrastructure infrastructure infrastructure 

failure, resource nationalism, & sanctions. Price uptrends will failure, resource nationalism, & sanctions. Price uptrends will failure, resource nationalism, & sanctions. Price uptrends will failure, resource nationalism, & sanctions. Price uptrends will be metal be metal be metal be metal 

specific and development decisions will focus on specific and development decisions will focus on specific and development decisions will focus on specific and development decisions will focus on ““““safesafesafesafe”””” jurisdictions.jurisdictions.jurisdictions.jurisdictions.

Random segments of the 

cost curve go offline?

Obvious supply 

surplus road-kill



Security of Supply NarrativesSecurity of Supply NarrativesSecurity of Supply NarrativesSecurity of Supply Narratives

• Geopolitical supply disruptions

• Transportation supply disruptions

• Deposit depletion 

• Policy Demand Drivers 

• Policy Supply Disrupters

• Usage Innovation

• Process Innovation

• Functionality innovation 

• Fashion Trends

This is the new conceptual frontier for institutional capital!This is the new conceptual frontier for institutional capital!This is the new conceptual frontier for institutional capital!This is the new conceptual frontier for institutional capital!





High Risk of Geopolitical Train Wrecks & Unintended ConsequencesHigh Risk of Geopolitical Train Wrecks & Unintended ConsequencesHigh Risk of Geopolitical Train Wrecks & Unintended ConsequencesHigh Risk of Geopolitical Train Wrecks & Unintended Consequences



Gold Bug NarrativeGold Bug NarrativeGold Bug NarrativeGold Bug Narrative

• Hijacked by ideological scolds

• Alienating apocalyptic mindset

• Misguided linkage to hyper-inflation & fiat 

currency debasement

• Current price full circle from 1980

• 2.5 billion oz low hanging fruit harvested

• Vulnerable to interest rate normalization, strong 

US dollar, and slow global economic growth



Could higher US interest rates Could higher US interest rates Could higher US interest rates Could higher US interest rates 

put the world back on a put the world back on a put the world back on a put the world back on a 

prosperity growth track?prosperity growth track?prosperity growth track?prosperity growth track?



Missing from the debate is a strong argument as to why we shouldMissing from the debate is a strong argument as to why we shouldMissing from the debate is a strong argument as to why we shouldMissing from the debate is a strong argument as to why we should

expect a higher real gold price that benefits mine profitabilityexpect a higher real gold price that benefits mine profitabilityexpect a higher real gold price that benefits mine profitabilityexpect a higher real gold price that benefits mine profitability. If you . If you . If you . If you 

look at gold as a function of prosperity and uncertainty, risinglook at gold as a function of prosperity and uncertainty, risinglook at gold as a function of prosperity and uncertainty, risinglook at gold as a function of prosperity and uncertainty, rising global global global global 

prosperity and the accompanying relative decline of Americaprosperity and the accompanying relative decline of Americaprosperity and the accompanying relative decline of Americaprosperity and the accompanying relative decline of America’’’’s s s s 

economic and military supereconomic and military supereconomic and military supereconomic and military super----power status can deliver sustainable real power status can deliver sustainable real power status can deliver sustainable real power status can deliver sustainable real 

gold price growth. Failing that, Donald Trump as president also gold price growth. Failing that, Donald Trump as president also gold price growth. Failing that, Donald Trump as president also gold price growth. Failing that, Donald Trump as president also works.works.works.works.



Discovery Exploration: finding a deposit that is feasible at preDiscovery Exploration: finding a deposit that is feasible at preDiscovery Exploration: finding a deposit that is feasible at preDiscovery Exploration: finding a deposit that is feasible at prevailing metal prices.vailing metal prices.vailing metal prices.vailing metal prices.

Marginal deposits are only interesting if a case Marginal deposits are only interesting if a case Marginal deposits are only interesting if a case Marginal deposits are only interesting if a case 

can be made that the system has greater can be made that the system has greater can be made that the system has greater can be made that the system has greater 

potential, such as Robert Friedland demonstrated potential, such as Robert Friedland demonstrated potential, such as Robert Friedland demonstrated potential, such as Robert Friedland demonstrated 

at Oyu Tolgoi with the Hugo Dummett discovery. at Oyu Tolgoi with the Hugo Dummett discovery. at Oyu Tolgoi with the Hugo Dummett discovery. at Oyu Tolgoi with the Hugo Dummett discovery. 

ProbeProbeProbeProbe’’’’s Borden project is a recent example of a s Borden project is a recent example of a s Borden project is a recent example of a s Borden project is a recent example of a 

grassroots discovery whose 5 million oz opengrassroots discovery whose 5 million oz opengrassroots discovery whose 5 million oz opengrassroots discovery whose 5 million oz open----pittable pittable pittable pittable 

disseminated resource became worthless as the gold disseminated resource became worthless as the gold disseminated resource became worthless as the gold disseminated resource became worthless as the gold 

price dropped below $1,200,  but where ongoing price dropped below $1,200,  but where ongoing price dropped below $1,200,  but where ongoing price dropped below $1,200,  but where ongoing 

exploration revealed a higher grade underground zone exploration revealed a higher grade underground zone exploration revealed a higher grade underground zone exploration revealed a higher grade underground zone 

that attracted a $500 million buyout from Goldcorp. that attracted a $500 million buyout from Goldcorp. that attracted a $500 million buyout from Goldcorp. that attracted a $500 million buyout from Goldcorp. 

Nevada Expl Inc, Sirios Resources Inc, and Arizona Nevada Expl Inc, Sirios Resources Inc, and Arizona Nevada Expl Inc, Sirios Resources Inc, and Arizona Nevada Expl Inc, Sirios Resources Inc, and Arizona 

Mining Inc are excellent examples of each approach.Mining Inc are excellent examples of each approach.Mining Inc are excellent examples of each approach.Mining Inc are excellent examples of each approach.

Juniors must return to discovering deposits that Juniors must return to discovering deposits that Juniors must return to discovering deposits that Juniors must return to discovering deposits that 

work with the metal prices we have. They can do work with the metal prices we have. They can do work with the metal prices we have. They can do work with the metal prices we have. They can do 

this through 1) applying new exploration this through 1) applying new exploration this through 1) applying new exploration this through 1) applying new exploration 

methods, 2) grassroots exploration, 3) rethinking methods, 2) grassroots exploration, 3) rethinking methods, 2) grassroots exploration, 3) rethinking methods, 2) grassroots exploration, 3) rethinking 

existing systems.existing systems.existing systems.existing systems.



• Does the region have a substantial metal endowment?

• If not, what reason is there to believe in a hidden endowment?

• If so, is there a reason to believe it has not been largely found? 

• How is your exploration strategy different from what others have already 
attempted?

• Are you applying a new exploration method or a model for whose hallmarks past 
exploration has not filtered?

• What is the potential size of the prize you are seeking?

• Do you know what failure of your exploration story would look like?

• How much money and time will you need to make or break your story?

• Would a discovery have replication implications?

Elements of a good exploration story in the new realityElements of a good exploration story in the new realityElements of a good exploration story in the new realityElements of a good exploration story in the new reality

Resource juniors which hope to attract risk capital for discoverResource juniors which hope to attract risk capital for discoverResource juniors which hope to attract risk capital for discoverResource juniors which hope to attract risk capital for discovery exploration will have to y exploration will have to y exploration will have to y exploration will have to 

do a much better job explaining geology and articulating their tdo a much better job explaining geology and articulating their tdo a much better job explaining geology and articulating their tdo a much better job explaining geology and articulating their target hypothesis.arget hypothesis.arget hypothesis.arget hypothesis.



Is groundwater chemistry the key to finding NevadaIs groundwater chemistry the key to finding NevadaIs groundwater chemistry the key to finding NevadaIs groundwater chemistry the key to finding Nevada’’’’s missing gold?s missing gold?s missing gold?s missing gold?



Is Cheechoo the next Eleonore discovery in central Quebec?Is Cheechoo the next Eleonore discovery in central Quebec?Is Cheechoo the next Eleonore discovery in central Quebec?Is Cheechoo the next Eleonore discovery in central Quebec?

Or are we in the early stages of a Hemlo replay?Or are we in the early stages of a Hemlo replay?Or are we in the early stages of a Hemlo replay?Or are we in the early stages of a Hemlo replay?



Is HermosaIs HermosaIs HermosaIs Hermosa----Taylor the biggest American zincTaylor the biggest American zincTaylor the biggest American zincTaylor the biggest American zinc----lead discovery since Red Dog?lead discovery since Red Dog?lead discovery since Red Dog?lead discovery since Red Dog?



Deposit Valuation focuses on Future Cash Flow from a Deposit Valuation focuses on Future Cash Flow from a Deposit Valuation focuses on Future Cash Flow from a Deposit Valuation focuses on Future Cash Flow from a 

Depleting Asset: A Mine is an AnnuityDepleting Asset: A Mine is an AnnuityDepleting Asset: A Mine is an AnnuityDepleting Asset: A Mine is an Annuity

Annual Gross RevenueAnnual Gross RevenueAnnual Gross RevenueAnnual Gross Revenue

lesslesslessless Operating CostsOperating CostsOperating CostsOperating Costs

=             Operating Profit=             Operating Profit=             Operating Profit=             Operating Profit

lesslesslessless Taxes                                                           Taxes                                                           Taxes                                                           Taxes                                                           

=               After Tax Cash Flow=               After Tax Cash Flow=               After Tax Cash Flow=               After Tax Cash Flow

Very few retail investors understand the DCF valuation model witVery few retail investors understand the DCF valuation model witVery few retail investors understand the DCF valuation model witVery few retail investors understand the DCF valuation model with its NPV, IRR and h its NPV, IRR and h its NPV, IRR and h its NPV, IRR and 

discount rate concepts, and even fewer trouble to use it as a dediscount rate concepts, and even fewer trouble to use it as a dediscount rate concepts, and even fewer trouble to use it as a dediscount rate concepts, and even fewer trouble to use it as a decisioncisioncisioncision----making tool.making tool.making tool.making tool.

Annual Cash FlowAnnual Cash FlowAnnual Cash FlowAnnual Cash Flow
(1 + Discount Rate)(1 + Discount Rate)(1 + Discount Rate)(1 + Discount Rate)nnnn

Less Capital Cost Less Capital Cost Less Capital Cost Less Capital Cost 

n = year of cashn = year of cashn = year of cashn = year of cash

m = mine life (years of mining)m = mine life (years of mining)m = mine life (years of mining)m = mine life (years of mining)

∑
m

n=1



Introducing KRO Outcome VisualizationsIntroducing KRO Outcome VisualizationsIntroducing KRO Outcome VisualizationsIntroducing KRO Outcome Visualizations















The Scandium Story: a winner even in a worst case scenarioThe Scandium Story: a winner even in a worst case scenarioThe Scandium Story: a winner even in a worst case scenarioThe Scandium Story: a winner even in a worst case scenario



Scandium International Mining Corp (SCYScandium International Mining Corp (SCYScandium International Mining Corp (SCYScandium International Mining Corp (SCY----T)T)T)T)

There may never be such an obvious winner anybody can easily buyThere may never be such an obvious winner anybody can easily buyThere may never be such an obvious winner anybody can easily buyThere may never be such an obvious winner anybody can easily buy!!!!
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